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Abstract (en)
[origin: US4799517A] A weft yarn store (1) for looms (3) stores weft yarn (2), the yarn coming from a package disposed outside the store, on a
stationary drum (13) having a first winding zone (135) and a second winding zone (136). While a first winder (12) winds yarn (21) on to a first
winding zone (135) so that a yarn supply (21) is permanently available, the second winder (14) intermittently or variably unwinds yarn from the first
winding zone towards a second winding zone (136). In a preferred operation of the store (1) together with a loom (3), yarn which is from the second
winding zone (136) and which was deposited there by the second winder (14) is picked into the loom. After consumption of this supply and until
the termination of the same pick, yarn is unwound directly from the supply in the first winding zone (135) by means of the second winder (14) and
supplied to the loom (3) without intermediate storage. The second winder (14) is driven by an electric motor (144) whose operation is controlled by a
control facility (15). Picking at low yarn tensions and with accurate metering of weft yarn length is therefore possible.
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